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Abstract: A new mechanism is proposed for the Ni-catalysed 
carboxylation of organoboronates with CO2. DFT investigations 
at the PBE0-D3 level have shown that direct CO2 addition to the 
catalysts [Ni(NHC)(Allyl)Cl] (1NHC, NHC = IMe, IPr, SIPr and IPr*) 
is kinetically disfavored and formation of the Aresta-type 
intermediate is unlikely to occur. According to the mechanism 
proposed here, the carboxylation process starts with addition of 
the borate species to 1NHC, followed by transmetalation, CO2 
cycloaddition and carboxylation. The rate-determining step was 
identified as being the transmetalation process, with computed 
relative free energy barriers of 34.8, 36.8 and 33.5 kcal mol-1 for 
1IPr, 1SIPr and 1IPr*, respectively.  

Introduction 

CO2 is a widely available and inexpensive C1-building block, 
and its use in organic synthesis is highly attractive, yet 
challenging. [1,2] The catalytic conversion of CO2 into useful 
chemicals, employing both transition metals and organocatalysts, 
has recently received considerable attention. Pioneering work by 
Inoue included the direct carboxylation of 1,3-dienes [3] and 
alkynes [4] using Pd- and Ni-based catalysts, respectively. More 
recently, Iwasawa reported the first carboxylation of 
organoboronates in the presence of a rhodium catalyst.[5] 
Copper- [6,7] and silver-based[8] catalytic systems for this reaction 
have been developed subsequently, and Nolan recently reported 
a nickel catalyst for this reaction (see Scheme 1). [9] These 
findings triggered the attention of the synthetic community, 
leading to intense studies in the field. [10] 

Despite the numerous variations in metal-catalyzed protocols 
for the carboxylation of organoboronate derivatives, the 
mechanism of such a transformation remains unknown. In 
particular, for the Ni-promoted version of this reaction, the 
paramount effect of the IPr* ligand (IPr*: 1,3-bis(2,6-
bis(diphenylmethyl)-4-methylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene) when 
compared to smaller ancillary ligands, is a fascinating feature. 
Also, the requirement of cyclic boronic esters, as opposed to 
simple boronic acids, is not well understood. Our aim in this 
report is to understand the reaction mechanism of the Ni-
catalyzed carboxylation of organoboronates, while clarifying the 
role of the flexible steric bulk of the ancillary ligand employed. 

 
Scheme 1. Nickel-catalyzed carboxylation of boronates. 

Results and Discussion 

We investigated four distinct pathways for the Ni-catalyzed 
carboxylation of organoboronates. In the first hypothesis 
(Mechanism A, Figure 1), the Aresta-type intermediate 5NHC 

[11]
 

is proposed to be formed after in situ generation of the Ni0 
intermediate 4NHC and subsequent cycloaddition of CO2 to 4NHC. 
Alternatively, formation of 5NHC was also considered to occur by 
direct CO2 addition to catalyst 1NHC with concerted formation of 

2-3-chloro-allyl moiety (Mechanism B, Figure 1). The third 
considered pathway (Mechanism C, Figure 1) begins with the 
cycloaddition of CO2 to 1NHC and simultaneous rearrangement of 

the allyl moiety from the 3- to 1-form.  
Finally, the last pathway (Mechanism D, Figure 1) starts 

with addition of the borate species to the catalyst 1NHC and 
formation of the intermediate 11NHC. Based on the initial 
mechanistic investigation performed by Nolan et al, [9] the 
borate 3OR was considered to be the reactive species in the 
catalytic cycle, rather than the boronate 2. 

Initially, isomer searches for each intermediate and transition 
state were performed using the simplest phenyl boronate used 
experimentally, together with smaller congeners of the 
experimental ligands (IMe, Figure 2) and base (methoxide anion, 
MeO-). A large number of regioisomers and conformers were 
considered in each case (see Supporting Information, SI). After 
identification of the most stable isomers of each intermediate 
and transition state, they were reoptimised using the 
experimental ligand IPr (Figure 2) and tert-butoxide (tBuO-). 
The most important points in the catalytic cycle were also 
reoptimised using the experimental ligands SIPr and IPr* 
(Figure 2) and were then used for comparison of theoretical 
efficiency of the catalysts. 1IPr, 1SIPr and 1IPr* were chosen due to 
their distinguished experimental activity, ranging from low (1IPr) 
and intermediate (1SIPr) to high efficiency (1IPr*). Detailed 
discussion on each alternative catalytic cycle follows. 
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Figure 1. Initial steps for the possible catalytic cycles A, B, C and D (R' = aryl; 
in this study R' = Ph). 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Experimental ligands IPr, SIPr and IPr*, experimental base tert-
buthoxy anion (tBuO-) and the smaller congeners of the ligands, IMe, and 
base, methoxide anion (MeO-). 

 

 

Formation of an Aresta-type intermediate 
 
 Two alternative mechanisms were considered for formation 
of Aresta-type intermediate 5IMe: mechanisms A and B (Figure 
1), which involve reductive elimination of allyl and chloride 

ligands to afford a 2-bound allyl chloride. Pre-activation of 1IMe, 
the first step in mechanism A, was computed as highly 
endergonic (Figure 3a), presenting a free-energy barrier of 45.8 
kcal mol-1. The relative free energy of the formed intermediate 
4IMe(b) is 43.5 kcal mol-1. Interestingly, no energy barrier was 
computed for the cycloaddition of CO2 to 4IMe(b) to form the 
intermediate 5IMe(b). 
 Considering the second pathway, formation of 5IMe via TS5-

IMe (Mechanism B, Figure 3a) presented a free-energy barrier 
5.6 kcal mol-1 higher than mechanism A (via TS4-IMe, Figure 3a). 
The stationary points TS4-NHC, 4NHC and 5NHC are slightly 
stabilised when using the experimental ligands IPr, SIPr and 
IPr* (Figures 3b-d). In these cases, the energy demand for 
formation of 5NHC via TS4-NHC decreased by 3-5 kcal mol-1. 
However, very high, essentially unsurmountable barriers are 
obtained in each case. Apparently the creation of a vacant 

coordination site through reformation of allyl chloride is much too 
unfavourable. This result is consistent with experiment, where 
the catalysts are prepared from Ni(0) precursors and allyl 
chloride, without apparent evidence for reversibility. However, 
the accessibility of such intermediates under the relatively harsh 
conditions of catalysis could not have been ruled out beforehand.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Energy profile for formation of Aresta-type intermediate 5NHC via 
Mechanisms A and B. 

 

 
CO2 cycloaddition to Ni(II) 
 

In the third alternative pathway (Mechanism C), differently 
from the mechanisms presented above, no reductive elimination 

of allyl chloride is assumed. Instead,3→1 slippage of the allyl 
ligand was invoked to create the coordination site for adding 
CO2, affording intermediate 8IMe (Figure 4). The free-energy 
barrier for this concerted process was lower than for formation of 
Aresta-type intermediate (5IMe) via mechanism A (Figure 3a) by 
12.2 kcal mol-1. 

Although the lower energy barrier for the first step showed 
mechanism C to be possibly favoured, intermediate 8IMe is 
unable to proceed through the next step of the catalytic cycle, 
transmetalation of the phenyl group. Dissociation of the CO2 
molecule was always observed when borate 3OMe and 
intermediate 8IMe were artificially forced to interact. Furthermore, 
intermediate 9IMe presented high relative energy and the 
transition state for this step can be expected to be higher than 
40 kcal mol-1, also resulting in a prohibitive step for the cycle.   
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Figure 4. Energy profile for CO2 cycloaddition to the catalyst 1IMe (Step 1, 
mechanism C). 

 
Inspired by the high stability of NHC-CO2 zwitterionic 

complexes in metal-free conditions,[12] an additional alternative 
pathway for transmetalation was investigated, considering 
insertion of CO2 into the Ni-NHC bond (Figure S1). This process, 
however, was also shown to have high energy barriers (43.2 and 
49.2 kcal mol-1, respectively) and was considered unlikely to 
occur. 

 
 
Addition of borate to Ni(II) 
 

The final alternative pathway (Mechanism D) starts with 
addition of the borate species to the catalyst 1IMe, accompanied 

by a concerted reorganization of the allyl moiety from 3- to 1-
form and formation of the intermediate 11IMe (Figure 1). Since 
any of the oxygen atoms in 3OMe can perform such nucleophilic 
attack, the most stable isomers of 11IMe were identified (Figure 
S5, Supporting information) and used for preparation of four 
possible transition structures for this process (TS11-IMe(d), TS11-

IMe(e), TS11-IMe(h) and TS11-IMe(k), Figure S14, Supporting 
information). The lowest free-energy barrier was obtained with 
TS11-IMe(d), 14.5 kcal mol-1 (Figure 5(a)). Compared to the first 
steps in the previous cycles (Mechanism A, B and C), formation 

of 11IMe is strongly favoured kinetically as the first intermediate in 
the reaction mixture.  

Due to the conformational complexity of 11IMe, a total of four 
pathways (Figure 6) were considered for transmetalation, the 
next step in this cycle. Direct transmetalation of 11IMe to 12IMe 
was the first possibility considered. Alternatively, three additional 
pathways were evaluated considering dissociation of the 
chloride ligand, resulting in the formation of intermediates 14IMe, 
14’IMe  and 14’’IMe (Figure 6).  

Intermediate 14IMe (Figure 6) can be formed from 11IMe after 

migration of the allyl group from 1- to 3-form and elimination of 
the chloride. In a similar way, intermediates 14’IMe and 14’’IMe are 
obtained when the phenyl ring or one of the oxygen atoms in the 
borate group, respectively, occupies the free coordination site of 
the metal, previously occupied by the chloride. 

The transmetalation product 15IMe can be directly obtained 
from 14IMe via TS15-IMe (Figure 6). For transmetalation of 14’IMe, 
the Ph-B bond is broken and the reactive intermediate 15’IMe is 
obtained, which can undergo an additional decomposition step 
with low energy barrier (~5 kcal mol-1, relative to 15’IMe) to afford 
the transmetalation products 15IMe and 10OMe. 

In 14’’IMe (Figure 6), both oxygen atoms are coordinated to 
the metal and the phenyl group can been transferred "over" or 
"under" the coordination plane. However, after initial evaluation 
of the PES by scan calculations, it was observed that TS15’’-IMe 
does not appear to exist. When the phenyl group was artificially 
transferred over the coordination plane in 14’’IMe, one of the 
oxygen atoms in the borate group was dislocated and the phenyl 
ring occupied that coordination site. The resulting transition state 
was the same as in TS15’-IMe.  

Overall, three possible transition states were identified for 
the transmetalation step (TS12-IMe, TS15-IMe and TS15’-IMe), which 
were connected by the chloride association/dissociation 
equilibrium for 11IMe and 14IMe, or 11IMe and 14’IMe. After thorough 
isomer search for these three possible transition structures 
(Figure S15, S17 and S21, Supporting information), the most 
stable species were TS12-IMe(e), TS15-IMe(c) and TS15’-IMe(n), with 

computed free-energy barriers of 39.5, 30.4 and 28.6 kcal mol-1 
(Figure 5), respectively. 
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Figure 5. Energy profile for carboxylation of methoxyl phenyl borate (3OCH3) with CO2 catalysed by 1IMe via Mechanism D. 

 

 
Figure 6. Alternative pathways for phenyl transference process (Step 2, 
Mechanism D) from 11IMe(d). 

 
 
 
Considering the equilibrium between 11IMe and 14IMe, two 

energy profile (with and without the chloride coordinated, 
respectively) can be expected for Mechanism D. It is worth 
noting, however, that both profiles are connected, not only by 
11IMe and 14IMe, but also by the other intermediates formed in 
each step (12IMe and 15IMe; 13IMe and 16IMe; or 18IMe and 19IMe, 
Figure 7), as well as for the experimental catalysts (Table S1, 
Supporting information). The existence of such equilibria can 
allow each step to occur on a different pathway (D(a) or D(b), 
Figure 5), depending on where the lower energy barriers are 
located. It should be noted that accurate prediction of equilibrium 
involving small charged species such as free chloride anion is a 
daunting task for the simple implicit solvation models used here. 
When including explicit solvation effects of the chloride, the 

association/dissociation equilibrium presented lower G than 
when only implicit solvation was considered (Figure S2, 
Supporting information). However, for a more quantitative 
appraisal, more solvent molecules would have to be included 
and a more involved (i.e. dynamic) sampling of solute-solvent 
structures would be necessary. 

Both profiles (D(a) or D(b), Figure 5) consisted of the same 
initial step (addition of borate to the catalyst, via TS11-IMe(d)), with 
low energy barrier for formation of 11IMe(d). The second step 
(transmetalation, via TS12-IMe(e), TS15-IMe(c) or TS15’-IMe(n)) 
presented the highest energy barrier in both cycles. In fact, the 
profile D(b) (Figure 5) presented the lowest energy pathway for 
this step, via TS15’-IMe(n), affording 15IMe after decomposition of 
15’IMe.  

After formation of intermediate 15IMe, the energy of the 
system increases with CO2 cycloaddition (third step) via TS13-
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IMe(a) and TS16-IMe(a) and formation of 13IMe(a) and 16IMe(a), peaking 
at the transition states for carboxylation (TS18-IMe(a) and TS17-IMe), 
with values for relative free-energy of 26.8 and 28.7 kcal mol-1, 
respectively.  In some cases, transition states that were located 
on the RI-BP86/ECP1 potential energy surface are lower in 
enthalpy than the products they connect to at the PBE0-
D3/ECP2 level (e.g. 13IMe vs. TS13-IMe); this indicates that the 
corresponding stationary points do not exist at the higher level 
(they are an artifact of the lower level employed for optimization) 
and that the preceding minima connect directly to the 
subsequent transition states (e.g. 12IMe → TS15-IMe). 

All isomers of 13IMe and 16IMe (Figure S8 and S11, 
Supporting information) have CO2 coordinated to the metal at 
equatorial position. On the other hand, the phenyl group could 
assume either axial or equatorial position. The lowest transition 
states for the carboxylation step (TS18-IMe(a), TS18-IMe(c) or TS17-IMe, 
Figure 5) were obtained when the phenyl group assumed the 
axial position (as in isomers 13IMe(c), 13IMe(a) and 16IMe(b), Figure 
S8 and S11, Supporting information). Such isomers presented 
the best structural arrangement for the C-C bond forming step 
between CO2 and the phenyl group. 

Full optimization of TS18-IMe(c) or TS17-IMe toward the products 
gave the reactive intermediates 18’IMe and 17IMe (Figure 5), 
which could afford the carboxylated products 18IMe(a) and 19IMe(a) 
with low energy barriers. For TS18-IMe(a) full optimisation led to 
direct formation of the free benzoate molecule and regeneration 
of the catalyst 1IMe. Formation of 20OMe was proposed to occur 
since no solid was observed in the reaction mixture. [9] The free 
benzoate, associated with the K+ counterion, would be expected 
to precipitate in toluene. It is worth noting that for mechanism 
D(b), intermediate 14IMe(d) is restored at the end of the cycle, 
instead of the initial catalyst 1IMe. 

After merging the profiles D(a) and D(b), selecting the lowest 
energy pathway for each step and moving to IPr, the following 
steps were identified as the lowest energetic pathway for the 
carboxylation process catalyzed by 1IPr (Figure 8): 

 
Step 1. Addition of the borate to the catalyst:  
(1IPr + 3OtBu(b) → 11IPr(d)) 
Step 2. Equilibrium between 11IPr(d) and 14’IPr(b), with chloride 
elimination 

Step 3. Transmetalation of 14’IPr(b) via TS15’-IPr(h) 
Step 4. Decomposition of 15’IPr into 15IPr and 10OtBu 
Step 5. CO2 Addition via TS13-IPr(h) or TS16-IPr(a) 
Step 6. Carboxylation step via TS17-IPr or TS18-IPr(a) 

Both intermediates 12IPr(c) and 15IPr are connected by the 
equilibrium of the chloride and it is possible that these two 
transition states for CO2 cycloaddition (TS13-IPr(h) and TS16-IPr(a)) 
may occur under the experimental conditions. The same can be 
expected for the intermediate 13IPr(c) and 16IPr(a) and the 
respective transition states for the carboxylation step, TS18-IPr(a) 

and TS17-IPr. The small energy difference between relevant 
stationary points for both D(a) and D(b) pathways, considering 
either enthalpy or free-energy values, does not allow for a clear 
conclusion onwhich pathway would be favored. 

Additionally, full optimisation of intermediate 14’IPr (Figure 8) 
resulted in a vacant coordination site, previously occupied by the 
chloride, as the bulkier ligand prevented the rearrangement of 

the allyl moiety from 1- to 3-form. On the other hand, due to 
the steric effects of the bulkier ligand, the rearrangement of the 

allyl moiety from 1- to 3-form and nickel-phenyl bond breaking 
in 17IPr were facilitated and the energy barrier for formation of 
19IPr decreased when compared to 17IMe (Figure 5(b)). 

For the comparison between catalysts, the most important 
stationary points on the PES for the description of the theoretical 
efficiency of the catalysts were computed using the ligands SIPr 
and IPr* (Figure S3, Supporting information). Due to the 
presence of bulkier ligands, possible changes in the relative 
stability for some of the isomers might be observed. The best 
angle between the coordination plane and the imidazole ring of 
the NHC ligand was also analysed.  

According to the Energy Span Model proposed by Kozuch 

and Shaik, [13] the energy span (E) of the theoretical cycle D for 
1IPr, 1SIPr and 1IPr* was calculated using Equation 1 below. 

 

E = E(TDTS - TDI) + EReaction (1) 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Schematic representation of the key steps in Mechanism D, including the alternative pathway via chloride dissociation. 
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Figure 8. Energy profile for carboxylation of tert-buthoxyl phenyl borate (3OtBu) with CO2 catalysed by 1IPr via Mechanism D 
 
 

TDTS and TDI stands for the relative energy of the 
TOF(Turnover frequency)-Determining Transition State and 
TOF-Determining Intermediate, respectively. For all catalysts, 
the TOF-Determining Transition State (TDTS) in mechanism D 
was identified as being TS15’-NHC. The TOF-Determining 
Intermediate (TDI), however, can vary depending on the choice 
of the NHC ligand or whether the energy span is calculated 
using enthalpy or Gibbs free energy values. For both 1IPr and 
1SIPr, the lowest points in the cycle are the final products (1NHC + 
Benzoate or 1NHC + 20OR). For 1IPr*, however, the TDI was 
identified as being 18NHC or 19NHC. 

The transition structures TS12-NHC, TS15-NHC and TS15’-NHC 

were reoptimised using the experimental ligands SIPr, IPr* and 
IPr (Figure S16, S18-S20, S22-S24, Supporting information). 
The most stable TS was selected to represent the 
transmetalation step. As observed for IMe, TS15’-NHC (NHC = IPr, 
SIPr and IPr*) was obtained as the lowest transition state for 
transmetalation. For the bulkier ligands, however, TS15’-NHC(h) 

(NHC = IPr, SIPr and IPr*) was identified as the most stable one, 
rather than TS15’-NHC(n), as observed for IMe. 

The effect of dispersion  is highly significant for the two initial 
steps of these cycles, in which the boron species is still bound. 
As the TOF-Determining Transition State TS15’-NHC was present 
in one of these steps, the points used in the calculation of the 
energy span were reoptimised including dispersion correction in 
the optimisation process, The relative energies of the relevant 
stationary points are shown in Figure 9, as well as the 

calculated energy span (E) for each ligand.  
Despite the noticeably different experimental efficiency of the 

catalysts 1IPr, 1SIPr and 1IPr*, the computed energy span 
presented similar values, ranging from 26.0 to 27.2 kcal mol-1 
and from 39.0 to 41.0 kcal mol-1 for enthalpy and free energy, 
respectively. These relative high energy barriers are consistent 
with the high temperatures required for the carboxylation to 
proceed under the experimental conditions. [9] Note also that the 

high entropic penalties (i.e. the increase in G over H) arising 
from associative transition states is likely to be overestimated 

with our methodology (this problem is well-known, and various 
workarounds had been proposed, from empirical scaling of 
entropies[14] to evaluating translational entropies at high pressure 
to model a condensed phase.[15] However, none of these 
procedures would change the relative sequence of the barriers 
across different ligands). 

The relative energies of the transition structure TS15-IPr* is 
lower than TS15-IPr or TS15-SIPr by 1.3-3.3 kcal mol-1, such as it 
would be expected for the bulkier system due to the additional 
stabilization provided by the ligand IPr* (Figure 9). The same 
effect was observed for intermediates 18IPr* and 19IPr*, which 
presented lower relative energies than the congener containing 
IPr and SIPr. The decrease of the relative energy of TS15-IPr* (by 
1.3 and 3.3 kcal mol-1 when compared to TS15-IPr or TS15-SIPr), 
however, is much smaller than those of 18IPr* and 19IPr*. As a 
result, the calculated energy span for 1IPr* was similar to that of 
the catalysts which presented higher relative energies for the 
TOF-determining transition state (TS15-IPr or TS15-SIPr). 

From such small energetic differences between catalysts, 
the theoretical model presented here was not able to reproduce 
the observed efficiency trend for these catalysts. In fact, it is 
probable that the real systems present energy differences which 
have the same magnitude as the ones obtained here. Although 
small energy differences may lead to distinguishable 
experimental efficiency, such small variations are beyond the 
accuracy of the method employed. The precise reason why high 
steric demand of the NHC appears to be necessary for high 
activity could thus not be identified at this point. Nonetheless, 
valuable mechanistic insights have been obtained (e.g. through 
pathways that can safely be excluded because of 
unsurmountable barriers) and the identification of probable rate-
limiting steps (in particular the difficult transmetalation step) can 
form the basis for further rational design of catalysts for this 
important type of reaction. 
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Figure 9. Energy variation (enthalpy and Gibbs free energy, bold) between the rate-determining transiton state 15’NHC and the lower points in the energy profiles, 

and the calculated energy span (italic) for each ligand. The relative energy of 1 + 20OtBu was considered for calculation of EReaction. 

 
 

Conclusions 

Four alternative mechanism have been investigated for 
carboxylation of organoboronates with CO2 using 
[Ni(NHC)(Allyl)Cl] complexes (1NHC, NHC = IMe, IPr, SIPr and 
IPr*) as catalysts. 

Cycloaddition of CO2 to the catalysts 1NHC was shown to be 
kinetically disfavored in the initial steps. Instead, the proposed 
mechanism starts with the reaction between the catalyst 1NHC 
(NHC = IMe, IPr, SIPr and IPr*) and borate. Next, the catalytic 
cycle proceeds through two pathways, which are connected by 
the chloride association/elimination equilibrium of the 
intermediates. The rate-determining step was identified as being 
the transmetalation process, with computed relative free-energy 
barriers of 34.8, 36.8 and 33.5 kcal mol-1 for 1IPr, 1SIPr and 1IPr*, 
respectively. 

The energy span for the catalytic cycle of 1IPr, 1SIPr and 1IPr* 

presented values ranging from 26.0 to 27.2 kcal mol-1 and from 
39.0 to 41.0 kcal mol-1 for enthalpy and free-energy, respectively. 

Methodology 

Optimizations and frequency calculations were carried out 
for intermediates and transition states at RI-BP86/ECP1 level,[16] 
in which ECP1 corresponds to the combination of the relativistic 
SDD pseudopotential[17] for nickel atom and 6-31G* basis-set for 
the lighter atoms. This level has performed well for molecular 
structures of metal complexes from the transition metal first row. 
[18] Each stationary point was confirmed as a minimum or 
transition structure by computing the number of imaginary 
frequencies using harmonic approximation.  

Single-point energy were calculated for the optimized 
structures at the PBE0-D3/ECP2 level,[19] in which ECP2 
corresponds to the combination of the relativistic SDD 
pseudopotential for the nickel atom and 6-311+G** basis-set for 
the lighter atoms, and -D3 denotes two and three-body 

dispersion correction terms, calculated with the DFT-D3 
software [20], including Becke–Johnson damping. [21] Implicit 
solvation effects were included by the conductor-like polarizable 
continuum model (CPCM) [22]  with the parameters of toluene.   

The total enthalpy and Gibbs free energy for each structure 
were then calculated by the sum of single point energy and 
thermochemistry corrections obtained at RI-BP86/ECP1 level: 

 
H(PBE0-D3) = E(PBE0-D3) + H(RI-BP86) - E(RI-BP86) 
G(PBE0-D3) = E(PBE0-D3) + G(RI-BP86) - E(RI-BP86) 
 

All computations were carried out with the Gaussian09 software 
package.[23] 
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